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The ITER Neutral Beam Injector (NBI) is designed to deliver 16.5 MW of additional heating power to the plasma, accelerating

negative ions up to -1 MV with a current up to 40 A. Two main power supplies are foreseen to feed the system: the Acceleration Grid

Power Supply (AGPS), which provides power to the acceleration grids, and the Ion Source Power Supply (ISPS), devoted to supplying

the ion source components. For the accelerator, two different concepts are under investigation: the MAMuG (Multiple Aperture,

Multiple Gap) and the SINGAP (SINgle Aperture).

During operation of the NBI, the breakdown of the acceleration grids will occur regularly; as a consequence the AGPS is expected to

experience frequent load short-circuits during a pulse. For each grid breakdown, energy and current peaks are delivered from the power

supply systems that could damage the grids, if not limited. In previous NBI, rated for a lower accelerating voltage, the protection

system in case of grid breakdowns was based on dc circuit breakers able to quickly disconnect the power supply from the grids. In the

ITER case, a similar solution is not feasible, as the voltage level is too high for present dc breaker technology. Therefore, the protection

strategy has to rely on fast switch-off of the power supplies, on the optimisation of the filter elements and core snubbers placed

downstream the AGPS and on the introduction of additional passive elements. However, achieving a satisfactory protection against grid

breakdowns is a challenging task, as the optimisation of each single provision can result in drawbacks for other aspects of the design;

for instance, the optimisation of the filter elements, obtained by reducing the filter capacitance, produces an increase of the output

voltage ripple. Therefore, the design of the protections must be carried out considering all the relevant aspects of the specifications, also

those that are not strictly related to the limitations of the current peaks and energy during grid breakdowns.

The paper describes the analyses carried out to design the protections of the ITER NBI power supplies, with particular reference to the

SINGAP case. Numerical simulations, based on detailed models of the circuit elements, have been performed to reproduce the

operation of the system both in normal conditions and in case of grid breakdown. The analyses and the simulations performed,

presented and discussed in the paper, allowed weighing the contribution of both circuital and stray elements, assessing the parameters

of the passive protection elements, evaluating the active contribution of AGPS to the grid breakdowns and the most suitable methods

and location for the grid breakdown detections so as to work out a complete design of the passive and active protection system.
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